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Abstract 

This study evaluates the time series properties of bank financial ratios. The paper 

considers whether nonstationarity in the components of bank financial ratios is 

eliminated by the ratio transformation. A generalised model is employed that 

incorporates stochastic and deterministic trends, together with a panel analysis for 

large N and short T. The study is unable to reject a joint unit root in many of the key 

variables from which CAMELS ratios are computed. However, the ratio components 

are shown to be cointegrated in all cases, which should lead to stationarity in the 

ratios themselves.  
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Unit Roots, Cointegration and Bank Financial Ratios  

 
 

Introduction  

The health of deposit-taking institutions is of concern to governments, regulators and 

depositors alike. Indeed, to evaluate the soundness of financial institutions, regulators 

not only conduct detailed on-site examinations, they also use off-site systems to 

monitor the banks under their supervision. In the United States, banks are examined 

by the supervisory authorities at least every 18 months.
1
  Following the assessment by 

the regulator, each bank is assigned a soundness score, known as a CAMELS rating, 

on a scale of 1 (strongest) to 5 (weakest). The CAMELS acronym refers to capital, 

asset quality, management expertise, earnings, liquidity and sensitivity to market 

risk.
2
  The bank examiners assign ratings for each of these components and, together 

with the composite rating (which is not an arithmetic average of the component 

ratings), these are communicated directly to the financial institution under scrutiny. 

They are not made public. The current rating system, formally known as the Uniform 

Financial Institutions Rating System, has been in place since 1979. 

The Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council (FFIEC) is the umbrella 

agency for bank regulation, established in 1979 pursuant to the Financial Institutions 

Regulatory and Interest Rate Control Act.
3
 The Council is a formal interagency body 

empowered to prescribe uniform principles, standards, and reporting formats for the 

federal examination of financial institutions by the Board of Governors of the Federal 

Reserve System (FRB), the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC), the 

National Credit Union Administration (NCUA), the Office of the Comptroller of the 

Currency (OCC), and the Office of Thrift Supervision (OTS). It also makes 

recommendations to promote uniformity in the supervision of financial institutions. In 

2006, the State Liaison Committee (SLC) was added to the Council as a voting 

member.
4
 

 Together with bank supervisors for each of the 50 states, there are three main bank 

supervisors at the federal level. The Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC) 

examines and rates banks with national charters. Banks with state charters are 

examined and rated in conjunction with state bank supervisors either by the Federal 
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Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) or, if they are members of the Federal Reserve 

System, by the Federal Reserve (FRB). Typically, the FDIC and FRB alternate with 

the state bank supervisors in leading the bank examination and in assigning the bank 

ratings under their supervision.  

 

Figure 1. US Bank Regulation 

 

The analytical tool created for bank supervisory and examination purposes is the 

Uniform Bank Performance Report (UBPR), which is intended to show the impact of 

management decisions and economic conditions on a bank's performance and 

balance-sheet composition. It is the data contained in this report that are used in 

evaluating the adequacy of capital, asset-liability positioning, the management of 

growth, the performance of earnings and the bank’s liquidity.
5
 The FDIC’s internal 

system of evaluation is known as SCOR (Statistical Camels Off-site Rating), and a 

similar rating model known as SEER has been developed by the Federal Reserve 

System.
6
  There is evidence to suggest that the current off-site models used by the 

bank regulators focus on predicting bank failure and assessing the likelihood of a 

CAMELS downgrade (Jagtiani et al, 2003). The key variables used in such models 

are consistently significant in the context of financial distress prediction, and capture 

the components of the CAMELS ratings assigned by regulators (Wheelock and 

Wilson, 2000; Čihák and Schaeck, 2007). 

OCC FRB 

 

(SEER) 

FIDC 

 

(SCOR) 

FFIEC UBPR 

reports 
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Whichever approach is adopted, whether on-site or off-site, bank examiners rely to a 

great extent on financial indicators constructed from the bank’s accounting 

information. Despite this reliance by regulators on bank financial ratios, the published 

evidence on the properties of these variables is limited. Initial research by 

Bedingfield, Reckers and Stagliano (1985) suggested that bank financial ratios are not 

normally distributed in cross-section. Kolari, McInish and Saniga (1989) further 

analyzed the distributional characteristics of the ratios then used by regulators, and 

showed that their distributions were either J-shaped, skewed or U-shaped. They 

concluded that the nonnormal distributional characteristics of financial ratios in cross-

section have important methodological implications for regulatory monitoring. More 

recently, with regard to the time series behaviour of bank financial indicators, Knapp, 

Gart and Chaudry (2006) find significant evidence of reversion to the industry mean 

in the profitability ratios of bank holding companies.  

To date, the longitudinal properties of financial ratios and their component variables 

have been explored more extensively for non-financial firms. The likelihood of a 

geometric random walk in ratios that are formed from financial aggregates was first 

assessed empirically by Tippett and Whittington (1995). In a further paper, the same 

authors demonstrate how the components of financial ratios may exhibit 

nonstationarity which is not eliminated by the ratio transformation (Whittington and 

Tippett, 1999). This result has been challenged by Ioannides, Peel and Peel (2003) 

who argue that financial ratios are globally stationary, but with unit root behaviour 

close to equilibrium resulting from an adjustment towards the optimal value that 

increases with deviation from the target. Furthermore, the standard Dickey-Fuller tests 

that led Whittington and Tippett (1999) to suggest that individual financial ratio series 

are nonstationary have been reconsidered by Peel, Peel and Venetis (2004), who reject 

the null hypothesis of a joint unit root using panel tests that allow for cross-sectional 

dependencies. Whilst the evidence presented by these various authors concerning the 

time series properties of financial ratios of nonfinancial firms is mixed, they highlight 

nevertheless the potential shortcomings inherent in the implicit assumption that 

financial ratios are stationary I(0) processes. If this assumption is violated, statistical 

inference may be invalid, and this particular doubt hangs over much applied empirical 

research in accounting, banking and finance, as scaled variables are commonly used. 

More specifically, if any financial ratio is constructed from nonstationary I(1) 
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variables which do not cointegrate, the ratio itself will also be a nonstationary I(1) 

process. Clearly, the potential for a random walk in financial ratios has important 

implications also for regulators who employ them as explanatory variables. 

The main aim of this paper therefore is to assess the evidence on nonstationarity in 

bank ratio numerators and denominators and the cointegration between them. In so 

doing, we consider the properties of some of the key indicators on which the early 

warning systems rely, and we examine whether the simple ratio metric can provide a 

robust measure in this respect. Following McLeay and Stevenson (2006), we adopt a 

generalized modelling framework that incorporates stochastic and deterministic trends 

in ratios of exponential variables. This allows for restricted and unrestricted 

proportionate growth at the limit in the presence of a common trend, as proposed in 

McLeay and Trigueiros (2002). The study focuses on ‘pure’ financial ratios that are 

constructed from non-negative accounting totals that arise from double entry 

bookkeeping, including balance sheet and income statement items (Trigueiros, 1995; 

Ashton, Dunmore and Tippett, 2004). The financial ratios selected are amongst the 

principal CAMEL indicators, i.e.:  

Capital:-   Shareholders’ Equity / Total Assets 

Asset quality:-  Loan Loss Reserves / Gross Loans 

Management:-   Non-Interest Expenses / Total Operating Income 

Earnings:-   Interest Income / Earning Assets  

Liquidity:-   Liquid Assets / Deposits and Short Term Funding. 

The sample consists of large US banks (both commercial and savings banks) over the 

sample period 1995-2005. Data is obtained from the Bankscope database, and banks 

without all necessary information are excluded. Banks which fail balance sheet and 

income identity checks are also excluded. The final sample consists of 253 banks with 

11 years of data. Here, the joint unit root test is constructed for a panel where the 

appropriate test method is for short panels (Pesaran, 2007). 
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Unit Roots and Cointegration 

Stationary variables, which are stochastic processes that do not accumulate past 

errors, are described as ‘integrated of order zero’, or I(0). Ratios of such variables are 

also I(0). For nonstationary variables, which have a unit root, the integration is of a 

higher order and requires differencing in order to generate a stationary series. In this 

case, the ratio transformation may only lead to stationarity if the processes are 

cointegrated.
7
 

Consider the logarithm of a ratio of exponential variables X1 and X2, for banks j = 1 

to J and periods t = 1 to T, in its empirical form 

ttjjjtj XX εθδ ++= ,, 2ln1ln ………………………………………………….(1) 

Now, when 1=jθ  and ( )[ ] jjj XXE δ=2/1ln  with [ ] 0=tE ε , the logarithm of the 

ratio 
t

t

X
X

2
1

 is constant for all t and takes on random values around jδ . The 

parameter jθ measures the long run linear growth differential that exists between the 

two log ratio components. If jθ  is not equal to one, then one component will be 

growing at a different rate than the other. If ln X1j,t and ln X2j,t are both unit root 

processes and εt is covariance stationary (i.e., an I(0) process), the loglinear model of 

the two ratio components given by (1) describes the cointegrating relation between 

them.  

More generally, consider the bivariate representation of the logarithm of any two such 

accounting variables that form a financial ratio, with drift α , deterministic trend β , 

and stochastic trendγ , i.e. 
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In a special case of (2), where a unit root features in the specification of both variables 

through the restriction of γ1 = γ2 = 1, then the ratio will be characterized by a pure 
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random walk over time if α1 = α2 and β1 = β2 and when the innovations u1t and u2t 

are uncorrelated, as follows: 

1 1, , 1
ln ln 1 2

2 2, , 1

X Xj t j t
u ut t

X Xj t j t

−
= + −

− .………………………………………......(3) 

In its less restricted form, where α1 ≠  α2 and β1 ≠  β2, the ratio of two nonstationary 

accounting variables will still be modelled as a random walk, with constant drift α1 - 

α2 and a time trend coefficient β1 - β2. 

In order to evaluate the cointegrating relation in ratios of such nonstationary variables, 

we first substitute the specification in (2) into (1) above to give 

( )
tttjjjjjjttjjjj uXtuXt εγβαθδγβα +++++=+++ −− 22ln22211ln111 1,1,

 

from which it follows that 

( ) ( )
( ) jtjt

tjjjtjjjjjjjjt

uu

XXt

δθ

γθγβθβαθαε

−−+

−+−+−= −−

21

2ln21ln12121 1,1,
….....(4) 

Now consider in this context that εt follows a first order autoregressive process: 

1a bt t tε ε η= + +− ……..………………………………………………….….(5) 

Also, without loss of generality, let a = 0. Now, if b =1, then εt is a unit root process. 

When ln X1j,t and ln X2j,t are also unit root processes where γ1 = γ2 = 1, equation (1) 

is not a cointegrating relation. For | b| <1, however, the ratio components are 

cointegrated. 

Assuming that ln X1j,t and ln X2j,t are indeed both I(1) processes, then substituting (4) 

into (5) results in 
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. 

Thus, when nonstationary ratio components are not cointegrated (i.e., b=1),   

( )
, 1 , 2

1 1
ln ln 1 2

2 2
j j j t

j t j t

X X

X X
θ θ

β θ β ξ
− −

   
= − − +   

   
…………...……………….(7) 

where 

( ) ( )
tttjttt uuuu ηθξ −−−−= −− 11 2211 . 

In other words, nonstationary variables that are not cointegrated will lead to a random 

walk with drift in ( )θ2
1ln

X
X , the adjusted ratio that allows for the differential 

growth relationship between X1 and X2, and in the unadjusted ratio when θj = 1. 

Moreover, if θj = β1j / β2j, there will be no drift.  

In contrast, when nonstationary ratio components are cointegrated, such that b<1 and 

b→0, then in the limit 

( ) ( )
tjjjjjjj

tj

t
X

X
φβθβαθαδ

θ
+−−−−=









−

2121
2

1
ln

1,
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where 

( )
ttjtt uu ηθφ −−= 21 . 

Thus, nonstationary variables that are cointegrated and with diminished 

autoregression in the error form a financial ratio that tends in the limit towards 

proportionate growth, and to its restricted form of a constant when θj = β1j / β2j = 1. 
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Analysis 

As set out above, in this paper we evaluate the cointegration of nonstationary 

variables that comprise CAMEL ratios. The sample consists of US banks and is drawn 

from the Bankscope database. The period examined in the study is from 1995 to 2005. 

We impose the requirement that all necessary financial information is provided for all 

years, and that the balance sheet and income statement information extracted from the 

database articulate.  The final panel on which the results are based comprised 253 

banks over eleven years.  

Figure 2 illustrates the pervasive effect of bank growth in such panels on each of the 

variables of interest, in this case for Citibank. The similarity in the gradients is the key 

feature of these plots. The second characteristic of the data, that of loglinearity in the 

components of the financial ratios, is supported by Figure 3.  The bivariate plots are 

on a log scale and are given for the pairs of variables described above, i.e. 

Shareholders’ Equity / Total Assets, Loan Loss Reserves / Gross Loans, Non Interest 

Expenses / Total Operating Income, Interest Income / Earning Assets, and Liquid 

Assets / Deposits and Short Term Funds. 

Estimates of the stochastic trend are obtained for each variable from a vector 

autoregression at the bank level. Figure 3 provides an indication of the distribution of 

the autoregressive coefficient across the banks for each of the ten variables of interest. 

In each case, although the mode always lies below 1, clearly there are individual bank 

series where β2 is equal to or greater than 1. It can be seen from Table 1 that, although 

the mean of the estimates is particularly low in the case of Liquid Assets (0.424), it is 

generally about 0.8, the highest being in the case of Shareholders’ Equity (0.890). 

Moreover, except for Liquid Assests, the top 5% of observed estimates is always 

above 1, as shown in the third column of Table 1. Although the vast majority of series 

are stationary, the likelihood of a unit root is still plausible in the ratio numerators and 

denominators. 

To resolve the issue, a test of the joint null hypothesis of nonstationarity is required. 

Testing for unit roots in heterogeneous panels has already received a great deal of 

attention in the econometrics literature, and proposals include the cross-sectional de-

meaning of series (Im, Pesaran and Shin, 1995), the incorporation of integrable 
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functions of lagged dependent variables (Chang, 2002), along with the adjustment of 

observed values to remove common factors (Moon and Perron, 2004). Each of these 

cross-sectionally augmented tests has the appropriate asymptotic properties, but they 

are for T→∞, and generally for T>N. Table 2 reports the results of an alternative unit 

root test which offers the finite sample properties that are necessary (Pesaran, 2007).
8
  

This test also relaxes the assumption of cross-sectional independence implicit in the 

standard univariate Dickey-Fuller approach, and is consistent with the model structure 

described earlier, whereby it is asymptotically convergent for short T and large N and 

robust in the presence of a deterministic trend. In order to avoid the influence of 

nuisance parameters, the test is applied to the deviation between the dependent 

variable and its initial cross-section mean in year 0, where the time series is indexed 

from 0…T. The standard Dickey-Fuller regression of the first difference in the 

dependent variable on the lagged dependant variable is augmented cross-sectionally 

by the addition of the first difference in the yearly mean and the lagged mean. The 

cross-sectionally augmented Dickey-Fuller (CADF) test is based on the t-ratio of the 

OLS estimate of the coefficient on the lagged value of the dependent variable. For 

significance, we rely here on critical values for the shortest T (10) and the largest N 

(200) tabulated in Pesaran (2007).
9
 The results in Table 1 show that, after considering 

all ten variables, the null hypothesis of a joint unit root can only be rejected 

convincingly in the case of Liquid Assets and Loan Loss Reserves. We conclude that 

financial ratio components cannot be considered in general as stationary processes. 

Assuming nonstationarity in the ratio components, our assessment of the cointegration 

between the variables comprising each financial ratio is based on a pooled Dickey-

Fuller test where εj,t = a + b εj,t-1 + ηj,t and εj,t  is the error term from bank-specific fits 

of Equation (1). As reported in Table 2, the cross-sectionally augmented unit root test 

finds no support for the joint hypothesis that b=1. Indeed, average estimates of b are 

as low as 0.139 in the case of Non Interest Expenses / Total Operating Income, 

suggesting a rapid decay in the effects carried from one period to the next. 

Furthermore, given that the cointegration between the financial ratio components 

seems to tend towards its limit with b→0, these results imply that, in cases where 

there is nonstationarity in the variables examined here, cointegration leads to 

stationarity in the ratio itself. Thus, a loglinear model of proportionate growth would 

appear to be plausible for the financial ratios involved. 
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Conclusions 

This paper sets out a comprehensive model of cointegration between accounting 

variables, and describes the effect on the financial ratios which they form, providing 

evidence for the financial sector that complements the analysis of nonfinancial firms 

in McLeay and Stevenson (2006).  

When account is taken of cross-sectional dependence between the banks, and also of 

the relatively short length of the time series involved, we are unable to reject a joint 

hypothesis of nonstationarity in the variables commonly used in key financial 

indicators. By their very nature, however, the components of such financial ratios are 

correlated variables, and our joint test suggests that the ratio variables are strongly 

cointegrated, leading to stationarity in the ratio itself.  

It is important to recognise that variables which are line items in bank income 

statements and balance sheets will tend to grow as the financial institution grows. 

Over a given period, an accounting variable may grow at a rate that is higher or lower 

than the bank as a whole, especially if it is in the process of altering its financial or 

operating structure. This transitory divergence in deterministic trends within the same 

firm may give the appearance of drift in the ratio of two variables as the level 

changes. However, at the limit, ‘pure’ financial ratios can be defined parsimoniously 

by their lognormal variation around an expected value.
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Footnotes

                                                
1
 The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation Improvement Act of 1991 (FDICIA) required 

that federal banking agencies conduct full-scope on-site examinations of each insured 

depository that it supervised at least annually. FDICIA allowed some small well-managed and 

well-capatilized banks to be examined once every 18 months. This exemption has been 

extended several times since then. See Board of Governors 1997 for a description of the most 

recent exemptions. 

2
 On 1 January 1997, the CAMEL rating system was expanded to CAMELS. The “S” stands 

for “sensitivity to market risk” and is intended to measure how well prepared a bank is to 

handle changes in interest rates, exchange rates and commodity or equity prices (Peek, 

Rosengren and Tootell, 1999). We do not include this dimension in our analysis, and refer to 

the rating system as CAMEL in the rest of the paper.  

3 In 1989, an Appraisal Subcommittee (ASC) was`established within the FFIEC. 

4 The SLC includes representatives from the Conference of State Bank Supervisors (CSBS), 

the American Council of State Savings Supervisors (ACSSS), and the National Association of 

State Credit Union Supervisors (NASCUS). 

5 Source: http://www.ffiec.gov/ubpr.htm 

6
 Both SCOR and SEER (originally called FIMS) draw on a long history of models of bank 

failure and distress – see Demirgü-Kunt (1989) for a review of pre-FIMS developments, and 

Gilbert, Meyer, and Vaughan (1999) for an explanation of the rationale behind such models. 

The SEER methodology is described in detail in ‘‘FIMS: A New Monitoring System for 

Banking Institutions,’’ January 1995 Federal Reserve Bulletin 1–15. SEER and SCOR differ 

in one important respect: SCOR does not use past CAMELS ratings to forecast future ratings 

(Collier et al, 2003). For a further discussion of the SEER system, see Cole, Cornyn, and 

Gunther (1995).  

7 See Hendry (1995) on linear combinations of nonstationary processes. Whittington and 

Tippett (1999) provide an excellent overview of cointegration. Their evidence is based on 

Dickey-Fuller tests at the firm level, and suggests that the ratio does not always remove the 

effects of nonstationarity in the ratio components, even when drift in the ratio is accounted for 

with an additional trend term.  

8 For fixed and random effects models, where the time dimension is small and the cross-

sectional dimension is large, maximum likelihood estimators have also been obtained and 

their finite sample properties documented (Binder, Hsiao and Pesaran, 2005). 

9 The critical values of the limit distribution of the test statistic are tabulated in Pesaran (2006) 

for N = 10 … 200 and T = 10…200. When the model has an intercept but no trend, the critical 

values for the largest N = 200 and the shortest T = 10 are as follows: 

 1% 5% 10%  

CADF critical values -2.28 -2.10 -2.01  

Truncated CADF critical values -2.25 -2.08 -1.99  
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Table 1. Panel test of stationarity  

lnXj,t = αj + γjlnXj,t-1 + uj,t γ  5
th

 % 95
th

 % CADF  
 

 CADF  
(truncated) 

 

Shareholders’ Equity 0.890 0.519 1.165 -1.943  -1.887  

Total Assets 0.881 0.576 1.119 -2.246 ** -2.198 ** 

Loan Loss Reserves 0.778 0.237 1.093 -2.375 *** -2.271 *** 

Gross Loans 0.848 0.434 1.123 -2.132 ** -2.082 ** 

Non Interest Expenses 0.804 0.340 1.137 -1.899  -1.842  

Total Operating Income 0.851 0.423 1.142 -1.878  -1.784  

Interest Income 0.727 0.375 1.030 -1.979  -1.776  

Earning Assets 0.875 0.577 1.086 -2.193 ** -2.167 ** 

Liquid Assets 0.424 -0.211 0.920 -2.482 *** -2.481 *** 

Deposits and Short Term Funds 0.869 0.475 1.134 -2.113 ** -2.100 ** 
The estimates in Table 1 were obtained from vector autoregressions for 253 US banks, 1995-2005. The autoregressive coefficient is 

reported as the average across banks, together with the 5th and 95th percentiles. The cross-sectionally augmented Dickey-Fuller (CADF) test 

of the unit root hypothesis is based on the t-ratio of the coefficient bj in the CADF regression 

1 1, , ,j t j j j t j t j t j ty a b y c y d y e− −∆ = + + + ∆ + , where yj,t represents the deviation between ,ln j tX  and 0ln X  (i.e., the initial cross-

section mean is set to zero to eliminate the effect of nuisance parameters - see Pesaran, 2007). 
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Table 2. Panel test of cointegration 

 

εj,t = aj + bjεj,t-1 

 when lnX1j,t  = δj + θjlnX2j,t  + εj,t   

b  
 

5
th

 % 95
th

 % CADF  
 

 CADF  
(truncated) 

 

Shareholders’ Equity / Total Assets 0.248 -0.282 0.723 -2.455 *** -2.433 *** 
Loan Loss Reserves / Gross Loans 0.309 -0.278 0.793 -2.626 *** -2.596 *** 
Non Interest Expenses / Total Operating Income 0.139 -0.440 0.667 -2.382 *** -2.346 *** 
Interest Income / Earning Assets 0.411 -0.094 0.750 -2.679 *** -2.640 *** 
Liquid Assets / Deposits and Short Term Funds 0.029 -0.488 0.542 -3.012 *** -2.980 *** 
The residuals were obtained from the empirical form of the ratio specification Equation (1).  The cointegrating coefficient is reported as the average across 

banks, together with the 5th and 95th percentiles. The cross-sectionally augmented Dickey-Fuller (CADF) test of the unit root hypothesis is based on the t-ratio 

of the coefficient bj in the CADF regression 1 1, , ,j t j j j t j t j t j ty a b y c y d y e− −∆ = + + + ∆ + , where yj,t represents the deviation between ,ln j tX  and 

0ln X  (i.e., the initial cross-section mean is set to zero to eliminate the effect of nuisance parameters - see Pesaran, 2007). 
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Figure 2. Ratio components tend to grow at similar rates 
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Figure 3. US Bank Ratios – Bivariate loge Plots 
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Figure 4. Unit Root Estimates 

γ estimates from vector autoregressions lnXj,t = αj + γjlnXj,t-1 + uj,t  
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